I. INTRODUCTION
When a star has evolved to very high density (about 1 x 10 4 g cm-3 ), iron nuclei begin to capture continuum electrons. The nuclides in statistical equilibrium at given density and temperature have been computed by many authors (e.g., see Salpeter 1961; Tsuruta 1964) . The results show that the most abundant nuclide in statistical equilibrium is not iron for densities above 1 x 10 9 g cm 3 .
Since the internal energy of the gas is absorbed in electron capture in many cases, and since the number of particles decreases, the value of the ratio of the specific heats for the quasi -static process, I' 1 , can be less than 4/3 in this phase transition. This process has been postulated as a cause for dynamical instability in stars (Rakavy, Shaviv, and Zinamon 1967; Rakavy and Shaviv 1968) .
The applicability of the notion of statistical equilibrium must be examined most carefully. A condition for statistical erniilibrium is that the time scale of electron capture and its inveree reaction, i.e., beta decay or positron capture, should be shorter than the time scale of the phenomenon considered. For -1 dynamical phenomena with a time scale of (Gp) 2, this condition requires a density greater than about 10 11 g CM-3 when electron capture by ' 6Fe is fast enough. Thus, the notion of dynamical instability due to F, < 4/3 is not applicable below this density. Another condition for the attainment of statistical equilibrium is that the system is isolated. For a finite temperature there is beta decay through excited states, and energy is dissipated by neutrino pairs (URCA process). Thus, statistical equilibrium is realized in its exact meaning only for zero temperature, when beta decay is forbidden because of the high Fermi energy of the electrons. For a finite temperature we must consider detailed balance between nuclides and electrons, together with energy loss by the URCA process.
In the present paper, we consider electron capture in iron stars with densities below 3 x 10 10 g cm -3 . It will be found that most of iron has captured electrons until the central density of the star reaches the above value. Thus the notion of the statistical equilibrium does not apply to our range of study.* The electron capture will be treated as an endothermic nuclear reaction in the sense that the imernal energy of the gas is absorbed, and that the chemical composition is changed by this process. Details of the electron capture will be discussed in section H.
It is one of the main concerns in this paper to discover whether a star of given mass becomes unstable because of (i) the process of electron capture,
(ii) iron-to-helium photo-disintegration, or (iii) general relativistic instability proposed by Chandrasekhar (1964) . Though the actual chemical structure of the star is complicated, we simplify the problem by assuming an initially homogeneous iron star. For a star of mass less than the Chandrasekhar limit there is an upper limit for its central density and in only a relatively small mass range electron capture is important, according to the results of Finzi and Wolf (1967) .
We choose as two typical masses the values of 1.4 and 2 solar masses. The *On the other hand, the rate of photo-disintegration is quite sensitive to temperature. For example the rates of (a, y) reactions of 54Fe and Z , typical slow reactions, are both as fast as 8 x 103 sec-1 at 5 x 10 9 0 K according to interpolation formulae by Truran, Cameron, and Gilboa (1966) . The dissociation of iron into helium and neutrons can be treated as in statistical equilibrium above such a temperature.
star of 1..4 Me is above the Chandraseldzar limit for "Fe (1.24 Me ) or for 54Fe
(1.33 Me ), but below this limit for elements with equal numbers of protons and neutrons (1.44 Me ). Conditions in these stars will approximate those of the cores of more massive stars.
The structural change due to electron capture is analysed in section III in order to know its general features. The results of numerical computation are given in section IV. The main conclusion of the present study is that even for the star of 1.4 Me , the direct cause of dynamical instability is iron-to-helium dissociation, although it does not occur at the center of the star, but in outlying shells.
II. PHYSICAL DATA a) Electron Capture Bahcall (1964) has developed the theory of continuum electron capture in the stellar interior. Hansen (1966 Hansen ( , 1968 has calculated the rates of electron capture as well as beta decay and other weak-interaction processes, taking into account excited states of nuclei. He has given interpolation formulae for various nuclides as functions of density fb • given temperatures. His result for the rates of electron captures by 56 Fe and 54 Fe, and of the beta decay of 56 Mn, are reproduced in Figure 1 together with the line of (Gp) Z , which is a measure of the dynamical time scale. We see that electron capture is a relatively slow process for the range of temperature and density given in this figure.
For the composition of the contracting star after silicon-burning phase, Fowler and Hoyle (1964) have developed a picture that 56 Ni is the principal silicon burning down to about 2 x 10 3 sec. Afterwards, 56 Ni gradually captures the continuum electrons to make the observed iron peak abundances. In our case of stars of relatively small mass, even the time scale of gravitational contraction after silicon burning is more than 10 4 sec (as will be shown in section IV), which is long enough for electron capture to make the iron peak. On the other hand, Truran, Cameron, and Gilbert (1966) , and Bodansky, Clayton, and Fowler (1968) have studied in detail the nuclear transformation from 28Si approaching nuclear statistical equilibrium at fixed temperatures and densities. In the case of density greater than 10 7 g cm 3 and of the life time more than 104 sec, the most abundant nuclide may be 54 Fe as pointed out first by Truran et al. (1966) . Since they have not computed the above case up to the exhaustion of silicon, it is difficult to estimate what is the most abundant nuclide.
From the standpoint of stellar structure, the important parameters concerning electron capture are the following: (i) the rate of electron capture,
(ii) the mean energy loss per capture, and (iii) the changes in mean molecular weights of electrons and of ions due to electron capture and the subsequent nuclear reactions. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the rates for 56 F, a and 5 4F are not substantially different except in the case of low temperatures and low densities where the difference in threshold energy is important. Thus, we consider only a star composed initially of pure 56 Fe, and adopt the capture rate of S6Fe.
For the increase in mean molecular weight, we consider the cases of final products such as 84Se and 564Cr. The 84Se (Tsuruta 1964) In order to determine the energy absorption, we should know the detailed process of transformation including nuclear level structures. However, the difference of masses (Cameron and Elkin 1965) will be a measure of the energy absorption, i.e.,
("Fe + 26 e) -^ ( 84Se + 34 a-) = -8.7 MeV/ 56Fe,
where e-denotes the electron mass. The above value was applied even for the cases of 56Cr and of "Fe. As this is a little too high a value in these cases, the result for the case of "'Cr will give a higher central density for a given temperature. The real case will lie between the cases of S6Cr and of 0 4Se.
When the Fermi energy becomes higher than the above value, the electrons near the top of Fermi sea will be absorbed to give a greater energy loss. Thus the rate of energy absorption can be written as
where Aec denotes the rate of electron capture interpolated in Figure 1 , X is the concentration by weight of 56 Fe, EF, is 1.5 x 10 17 erg g -i corresponding to the value in equation (1),.L and A are the charge and the mass cumbers, respectively, the subscripts i and f denote initial (56 Fe) acd final uuelides, and M O is the atomic mass unit. In equation (2), V and o, denote the chemical potential without the rest mass in units of k T, and the entropy in units of k, respectively, for one electron.
The change in the concentration of 56 Fe is described by
where X 18 denotes the decay rate of S6 Mn. If strictly treated, the term (1 -X)
should be replaced by the concentration of 5b Mn. However, after numerical computation, the beta-decay term is found to be smaller than the electroncapture term in equation (3) at densities where the electron capture of S6Mn is more rapid than its beta decay, i.e., the system is found to be far from electroncapture equilibrium.
b) Other Physical Data
Physical data used in the present study are, in principle, the same as those used by Murai, Sugimoto, Hoshi, and Hayashi (19$8) . However, several revisions have been made as described below.
Thermodynamical quantities.-Electrons, ions, and radiation have been tak,<n into account. but the electron-positron pairs, which are of little importance for the mass range studied here, have been neglected. Thermodynamical quantities of ideal relativistic and partially degenerate electrons were numerically integrated and have been interpolated with an accuracy of better than 0.1 per cent.
However, the electrostatic corrections (Balpeter 1981) were not taken into account.
cj Effect of Change in Composition on Energy Conservation Equation
The equation for energy conservation can be written as
where L. and e. denote the heat flow and the neutrino loss rate, respectively.
The energy release due to gravitational contraction, E_, is given by 
where the term proportional to k., and the ion and the radiation terms are 
where the ratio of specific heats, -y, is assumed to be constant throughout the star, and where U and 0 denote the internal and the gravitational potential energy. The energy conservation for the whole star is written as
In the case of rapid electron capture of zero energy, E remains constant in the time scale considered, and there can be a solution in mechanical equilibrium where P and p remain constant throughout the star. Thus, T increases proportionally to µ .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Neglecting both neutrino loss and electron capture, the evolution of the contracting iron stars was computed, beginning with a polytrope of index 3 at the temperature of helium-burning. A particular stage of this computation was then used as the initial structure for computation, including the electron-capture process. The central temperatures and densities (log T c [ °K] , log p c [ g cm-11) assumed for the initial structures were (9.522, 8.220) for the star of 1.4 M e , and (9.513, 7.507) for 2 Me . The stellar structures at these stages are similar to the polytrope of index 3, P -p4/3' though p T3 does not hold because of weak degeneracy of the electrons. At these temperatures the energy-generation rate due to silicon burning (Bodansky et al. 1968 ) is approximately of the same order of magnitude as the neutrino loss rate. Thus the above conditions will pertain to a point just after the silicon-burning phase. Savedoff, VanHorn, and Vila. (1968) have computed the evolution of contracting Iron stars starting from the temperature of helium burning. They'have taken into account neutrino loss throughout the contraction, and have obtained higher central density than the contracting star without neutrinos. However, the evolutionary track of the central temperature and density depends upon initial condition of contraction, since the entropy distribution through the star is nearly frozen beyond the temperature of carbon burning because of extensive neutrino loss.
Since the iron core will be formed in an isentropic convection core in the siliconburning phase, the structure of the polytrope of index 3 or the contracting star without neutrinos will approximate the structure just after the silicon-burning phase better than their iron stars (Sugimoto 1969x). Tables 1-3 give the results for the star of 1.4 M. for the cases of S6 Fe-to- 84 Se, 56Fe-to-S6Cr, and S6Fe to-S6Fe, respectively. Tables 4 and 5 In the 56Fe-to-56Fe case for 1.4 Me , the point of the maximum temperature lies at log T = 9.61, log p = 8.52, and Mr /M = 0.48, when the central density is log PC = 9.258 (stage 5 in Table 3 ). On the other hand, the temperature and density of the 56 Fe to-84Se case for the star of 1.4 MO ( Table 1) (Figure 2) , the contraction of the outer shells, where electron capture proceeds much more slowly as compared with at the center, depends but slightly upon the details of the electron-capture process.
In the case where neutrino loss is neglected, the central temperature is lower than in the other cases of the same central density. In that case the entropy-density gradient is produced only by the energy loss due to electron capture. So at the early stage of electron capture, the stronger gradient is produced near the center because of its density dependence. The stronger entropy-density gradient results in higher central density. 
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The general features of contraction with electron capture are as follows.
Because of the change in mean molecular weight, the central temperature rises as electron capture proceeds, even when the electrons are rather strongly degenerate, as seen in section IV and as discussed in section III. The reason is that the energy required by electron capture is supplied not only by the thermal energy of the order of o, k T but also by q k T, the Fermi energy of the degenerate electrons. If we have to select a more relatively neutron rich nucleus than 84Se, the central temperature will be higher, at a given value of the central density than would be the case for 84 Se.
The above results are quite general in the following sense. When (qy + Q) k T becomes more than the threshold energy for electron capture, the above result is applicable even for a different element, if only the time scale of contraction, which is essentially determined by the rate of electron capture, is suitably all ered. In this case the amount of absorbed energy is determined essentially by the energy of electron, even if a more detailed process of electron capture or a different element, such as 54 Fe, were taken into account.
The threshold for electron capture by 32S is especially low, -1.5 MeV, and its electron capture is effective for densities above 108 g cm 3 (Salpeter 1961 ).
Before the silicon-burning phase, it will affect the detailed network of nuclear burning reactions. The abundance of 32S, which is produced within the siliconburning phase, is rather large according to Truran et al. (1966) and Bodansky et al. (1968) ; however, the abundance remaining after silicon burning is at present open to question. In view of the fact that most of the iron captures electrons before capture rate becomes rapid as compared with the free-fail time, and that the electron capture mares the central temperature higher, the phase of electron capture by 32S will be passed by without any serious effect upon the later evolutionary phases. .a 9.3 9.4 9.5 9.6 9.7 9.8 9.9 10.0 LOG TC Table 4 (solid curve), and stage 7 of ToWe 5 (dash-dot).
